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Employee/Member Communications 
Sample Portfolio Summary 

 
 
Description of organization and communications function 
B Association is the association for 41 independent, locally operated health insurance 
companies (called Plans) across the country.  They provide healthcare coverage for more than 
88.7 million Americans.  Together, the Plans are referred to as the B System. 
 
B Association, which was created in 1982, owns the trade names and service marks and 
licenses their use to the Plans.  B Association also serves as a trade association, providing 
Plans with access to national purchasing programs, turnkey marketing and sales support 
materials, federal representation, research and analysis, and education and training programs. 
 
Identifying the opportunity 
There are about 825 employees in two offices of the Association – about 625 in the Chicago 
office and about 200 in the Washington, D.C., office.  The employee population is 38 percent 
male and 62 percent female.  The average age is 43, and the average length of service is 9.9 
years. 
 
Within the area of Communications and Public Affairs, a department within the Strategic 
Services division, are professionals in media relations, executive communications, Web 
communications, internal communications and public affairs.  (A department organizational 
chart follows this narrative.)  The department shapes the Association’s corporate image and 
supports the marketability of the brands. 
 
I am the only person in the internal communications area and was responsible for developing 
and executing the project, Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week, which was conducted from May 
27 to May 30, 2003.  The materials used for Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week were sent to 
Plan internal communicators with the suggestion to consider implementing the program at their 
companies.  (The Plans are independent companies; B Association is not the “headquarters 
office,” so our role is to consult/suggest.) 
 
Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week was developed to help employees understand a major 
corporate initiative, called the Healthcare Cost Campaign, which is based on the B System’s 
championing of healthcare affordability.  The B System recognized the need to educate 
consumers, including employees, business leaders, healthcare policymakers, opinion leaders 
and the media, on the reasons for rising healthcare costs.  The campaign focused on the 
leadership role the B System is taking to develop market-specific products to keep healthcare 
affordable and meet consumer demands for new products and services. 
 
B Association conducted research to identify the key drivers of healthcare costs, including 
hospital costs, technology and prescription drug costs, and shared the information with the 
media and other key audiences.  The Association also conducted a public relations program 
and advertising campaign, with a heavy presence in Washington, D.C., focusing on key 
legislative and regulatory issues, such as encouraging a more competitive pharmaceutical 
marketplace through greater access to low-cost and generic alternatives. 
 
The Healthcare Cost Campaign began with an external focus, although B Association 
employees were kept apprised of the research findings and activities associated with the 
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Healthcare Cost Campaign.  For example, I wrote monthly articles in the employee publication 
and employees heard presentations at Town Hall meetings.  But the idea for a more focused 
week for employees came about through discussions with department management and the 
senior officer of the division.   
 
Developing the plan 
Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week was born – but only after many meetings and 
brainstorming sessions to develop and solidify the appropriate, low-cost fun and educational 
activities that could be easily implemented at the Plans.  I conducted brainstorming sessions 
with Creative Services staff, Meeting Services, the cross-divisional Communications Team, 
which I lead, and others in Marketing and Advertising.  
 
The idea of a week devoted to the Healthcare Cost Campaign was determined by management, 
but developing and creating the activities came under my direction.  The original timeframe was 
September 2002.  However, two weeks prior to conducting the program and sending the 
Healthcare Dollars and Sense toolkit to the Plans, senior management changed the timeframe 
to 2003 so as to include a new, related Healthcare Cost Campaign initiative into the program. 
 
The new initiative, WalkingWorks, a program to encourage walking because of its numerous 
health benefits, was to launch in May 2003.  We coincided that launch with Healthcare Dollars 
and Sense Week, which was held during the last week of May 2003. 
 
While I was not given a budget, I was to keep the program as cost-effective as possible.  We 
needed to engage and educate employees about the costs of healthcare and so were very 
conscious of our own spending on the program.  The total costs were $13,023.85.  This includes 
the cost of the week’s activities at B Association offices, as well as the materials in the toolkit for 
the Plans.  It does not include staff time – mine or that of the internal designer. 
 
Selling the plan to management 
Many ideas were discussed and discarded in the months of planning (beginning in the spring of 
2002).  Department management “sold” the final program to senior management of the Strategic 
Services division.  I was then asked to get buy-in from the senior vice president of Human 
Resources.  Following that, I provided him with talking points, and he sold the program to the 
Strategy Council, which is composed of all the senior officers. 
 
All 12 officers agreed to participate in the initiative, and I talked to each of them to determine 
their roles, which included serving as moderators, panelists, game show hosts and walk 
leaders. 
 
Implementing the plan 
These were the objectives for Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week: 
 
• to educate B Association and Plan employees about the drivers of healthcare costs 
• to motivate employees to learn about healthcare issues and participate in Healthcare 

Dollars and Sense Week  
 
The particular week was selected based on the WalkingWorks launch as well as the CEO’s and 
other officer’s schedules, as they would be asked to participate in the activities.  Healthcare 
Dollars and Sense Week ended up during a four-day week, right after Memorial Day.  (It’s 
important to know that all employees have PCs; in addition, those who travel have laptops and 
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personal digital assistants, so all are “connected” to B Association.)  These were the week’s 
activities: 
 

• a healthy breakfast of juice, muffins, fruit and cereal with the tagline:  Healthy 
Lifestyle = Affordable Healthcare  

• e-mail a list with links of health and wellness Web sites (suggestions from 
employees), including Web sites with information about exercises to do at your desk 

• a Web-based interactive activity:  a three-question poll on the B System’s health-
related Web site  

• Town Hall meeting – panel discussion about the drivers of healthcare costs, what 
employees/consumers can do to control costs, kinds of programs Plans have 
developed to make healthcare affordable 

• short walks during the day led by officers 
• an electronic scavenger hunt; employees located the answers on B Association’s 

intranet 
• Healthcare Dollars and Sense Quiz Show – questions about healthcare costs with 

multiple-choice answers (a PowerPoint presentation with sounds if the answer were 
correct or incorrect).  

 
My role was to develop and manage the communications plan for B Association employees and 
roll out the program to the Plans.  As this program was originally planned for 2002, then 
changed to 2003, I did everything twice.  In 2003, as the ideas were already formulated, the 
materials just needed to be updated and the arrangements for the week’s activities rescheduled. 
 
Tasks included:  

• engage the officers in the week’s activities 
• write all the materials and ensure they were reviewed 
• purchase giveaways, coordinate production of materials 
• rehearse for the Town Hall meeting and Quiz Show 
• develop a survey with input from Market Research and communicate the results 
• produce a toolkit for Plan internal communicators so they could implement a similar 

program at their companies and communicate with Plan internal communicators before 
and after our event. 

 
I enlisted the support of a colleague in the D.C. office to make the arrangements for the week’s 
activities in that office, while I handled the Chicago office arrangements. 
 
But of course, nothing ever goes exactly according to plan.  Two days before the Town Hall 
meetings, we had a business situation and the panelists and moderators had to cancel.  I was 
able to find replacements, only to have them cancel the day before the meeting.  I managed to 
find replacements again (even getting a little rehearsal time), and the show went on without 
anyone outside the department knowing the difference. 
 
Evaluating the plan 
Two weeks prior to Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week, we asked employees to complete an 
electronic survey to determine their level of awareness of healthcare costs.  We sent the same 
survey to employees the week after Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week.  
 
The entire report is included in the sample, but these are some of the findings. 
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Objective:  to educate B Association and Plan employees about the drivers of healthcare 
costs and what B Association and Plans are doing to offer access to affordable 
healthcare  
 
Results: 
 

• The percentage of respondents who correctly answered each question was higher for 
every question in the second survey compared to the first survey.  This is significant, as 
it clearly shows a direct correlation to Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week. 

• 84 percent of respondents understood the focus of the Healthcare Cost Campaign in the 
second survey, compared to 78 percent in the first one. 

• On average, respondents correctly answered 7.6 questions on the second survey, 
compared to 5.6 questions on the first one. 

• Plans in Michigan, Nebraska and Western New York are planning to use these materials 
to develop employee communication programs. 

• Information about particular programs and products that Plans developed to address the 
issues of healthcare affordability were discussed at Town Hall meetings during 
Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week. 

 
Anecdotal comment: 
 

“This (week) was an easy way to learn about healthcare costs and what we as 
consumers can do about them.”  (B Association manager) 

 
Other results: 
 

• In July, we posted 10 questions from the Quiz Show on the B System’s health-related 
Web site.  More than 500 people had taken the quiz by the end of August 2003. 

• Our quarterly conference call in June (after our “week”) with Plan internal communicators 
generated a lot of interest in using the activities not only with Plan employees (about 
150,000 in the B System), but also with their employer groups.  The quiz show, in 
particular, has become the most valuable element of the program, as Plans have asked 
if they could customize it for their Plan and their market.  We developed easy 
instructions to change the PowerPoint presentation to fit their needs.  

• During an internal communications conference call on Sept. 23, 2003, the marketing 
director from the Texas Plan shared her program and described her success in offering 
the quiz show and other materials to large employer groups. 

 
Objective:  to motivate employees to learn about healthcare issues and participate in the 
Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week 
 
Results: 
 

• During Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week, employees participated in activities in 
varying degrees.  About half the employees participated in the Town Hall meetings in 
both offices.  This was the most significant activity; it was one hour with a moderator 
asking panelists questions about the drivers of healthcare costs and how the B System 
is addressing those costs. 
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• From the pre-and post-survey findings:  Those who participated in Healthcare Dollars 
and Sense Week activities were more likely to answer more questions correctly than 
those who did not participate (78 percent vs. 61 percent). 

• The quiz show generated unexpected interest beyond the week.  Some Plans asked to 
customize the quiz show, so we developed easy editing instructions. 

• Others within B Association realized the potential of using the quiz show to generate 
discussion at meetings.  Within B Association, the following departments want to use the 
Quiz Show (tailored to their audiences):  Office of Clinical Affairs (conference), Federal 
Employee Program (sent CDs to their Plan representatives) and the National Labor 
Office (annual meeting). 

 
But the most unexpected and welcome result is that some Plans recognized the value of the 
program beyond their own internal audiences.  The messages of healthcare costs and the 
responsibility of consumers to assist in managing costs are being carried to some Plan 
customers – employer groups – using some elements of Healthcare Dollars and Sense Week. 
 
Specifically, Plans in Texas, Wyoming and Michigan have implemented or are planning to 
implement Healthcare Cost Campaign programs.  (The appendix includes a description of the 
Texas program for employer groups.)  This is a comment from the marketing director at the 
Texas Plan who developed the employer group program:  “The quiz show fits right in with what 
we are looking for to educate employees about costs.” 
 
In reviewing the project and its outcome, I’m confident that the objectives and activities were 
appropriate, and with the toolkit, can easily be duplicated at the Plans.  Planning the details of 
the activities was key to the program’s success.  The timing may not have been the best – a 
holiday week – but it was based on the launch of WalkingWorks and the availability of officers. 
 
If I had it to do over, I would: 

• Ask senior officers to further encourage their staffs to participate in the activities. 
• Have a back-up for the main players at the Town Hall meetings – such as the moderator 

and panelists. 
• Write shorter questions and answers for the second game of the quiz show. 
• Consider that employer groups – those purchasing insurance from the Plans and their 

employees – would be an ideal audience for this program (and offer a competitive 
advantage for the B System).  I would have attempted to get buy-in from member 
communications staff at Plans early on, instead of doing it now. 
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Special Events 
Sample Portfolio Summary 

 
 
Description of organizations and communications function 
 
Founded in 1973, C Center develops and manages conferences, tradeshows, workshops, 
seminars and study tours on business topics, including best practices, industry trends, and 
developments in technology and regulations.  Last year, C Center produced more than 1,200 
events in international locations that included Houston, Brussels and Singapore. 
 
C Center has offices in 11 countries across five continents, with each office divided into various 
industry practices to leverage a global research base.  C Center conferences cover a range of 
subject matters, with special emphasis on: 

• Oil and Gas 
• Defense 
• Transport 
• Marketing and Sales 
• Finance and Capital Markets  
• Pharmaceuticals  
• I.T. and Technology 
• Government and Public Sector 
• Call Centers 
• Strategic Management 

Business leaders and subject matter experts share their insights, expertise and solutions to 
business challenges at C Center conferences.  Attendees at C Center events receive practical 
and current information that they can use immediately, as well as inspirational keynote 
addresses from well-known speakers that have included Larry Bossidy, former CEO, Allied 
Signal and Honeywell; Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric; and General Tommy 
Franks, (ret.) Commander-in-Chief, United States Central Command. 
 
Company D is a family-owned and operated assessment and consulting firm that markets 
paper-based and web-based products and services to private industry, educational institutions, 
organizations and governmental agencies.  At the time I was employed there in 2001, Company 
D had approximately 100 employees.  Because Company D markets its products and services 
to decision-makers across a wide range of businesses, its target market would track closely with 
the target audience of C Center conferences. 
 
Led by the grandson of the firm’s founder (now the company’s president), Company D offers 
products to measure intelligence, behavior, reliability, personality and technical skills.  Company 
D offers services including telephone and web administered recruiting, employee opinion and 
customer satisfaction surveys and exit interviews.  In addition, the company maintains a 
consulting department staffed by professional industrial/organizational psychologists.  Company 
D Consulting offers needs analysis, performance appraisal systems, organizational surveys, 
advanced product training, personnel training, benchmarking and validation studies. 
 
The company is perhaps best known for its first product, a cognitive ability (intelligence) test that 
has been administered to more than 120 million people worldwide since it was developed in 
1937.  The test is widely known within the recruiting and Human Resources arena, and its 
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reputation was enhanced in the 1970s when professional football teams began to administer the 
test to their players.  Today, Company D’s cognitive ability test is administered to every football 
player who participates in the NFL Combine, a skill and knowledge evaluation camp that allows 
professional football organizations to rate and rank potential draft picks. 
 
I was marketing communications manager at Company D from February-August 2001.  
Originally, I reported to the director of national sales, providing editorial and design expertise for 
the company’s sales collateral and sales/marketing efforts.  Company D had also hired a new 
vice president of marketing to oversee trade advertising and trade show planning.  Three weeks 
after I was hired, Company D fired the director of national sales and merged my position and 
responsibilities with those of the new VP of marketing.  Together, we were responsible for all 
marketing and sales material produced in-house, as well as trade promotions and advertising.  
We collaborated on the content of sales material, and I took the lead in publication design 
because of my greater experience in that area.  We relied on one administrative assistant and a 
part-time intern for support. 
 
Identifying the opportunity 
 
In April 2001, C Center’s conference director called me to invite Company D to present a 3.5-
hour pre-conference dinner workshop at an upcoming C Center conference.  The conference, 
“Improving & Enhancing the Pre-Employment Process:  Finding, Screening and Selecting 
Quality Applicants,” was scheduled to be held June 25-28, 2001 at the Allerton Crowne Plaza 
hotel in Chicago. 
 
The conference would focus on how leading organizations find, screen and test applicants, and 
then use assessment results for development of their employees.  The conference would be 
geared primarily toward vice presidents, directors and managers responsible for Company D’s 
key target departments: 

• Human Resources 
• Recruiting and Staffing 
• Training and Development 
• Employee Communications 
• Career Development and Career Management 

 
This would be the first C Center conference to address the subject of pre-employment 
assessments, and so we did not have an accurate estimate of attendees.  Most C Center 
conferences draw anywhere from 50-1,000 attendees, depending on the subject matter and 
conference location.  Company D was invited to run a pre-conference workshop with an 
estimated 20-25 attendees. 
 
Company D would be given free reign on the topic and content of the 3.5-hour dinner workshop.  
The only requirement was that the workshop focus on the pre-employment process.  The 
conference itself would be promoted nationwide and would feature presenters from well-known 
companies, including PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Capital One, Sutter Health, Southwest 
Airlines and the Fannie Mae Foundation. 
 
The appeal of the topic and close fit with Company D’s target audience made the offer very 
attractive, and Company D agreed to participate.  It would provide the opportunity for Company 
D to achieve the following objectives, using live experts and presentation materials: 
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• Present Company D as an industry expert and leader in employment selection, 
assessment and retention products and services 

• Explain benefits of using Company D products and services 
• Provide an incentive for attendees to try Company D products and services, thus 

increasing Company D sales and consulting fees.  Because this would be the first C 
Center conference, and the first external marketing opportunity that I would lead, I could 
not accurately estimate a sales increase directly linked to our participation in the C 
Center conference.  Company D did not measure sales increases related to 
conferences, seminars and workshops that the company led prior to my employment 
there, so I did not have an accurate gauge from past Company D efforts. 

 
A declining national economy during 2001 was one potential success factor that we would need 
to address.  Companies were jettisoning employees or delaying new hires, rather than adding to 
payrolls.  That economic trend had a negative impact on Company D’s overall sales and 
marketing efforts, because of the direct correlation between hiring and employment testing and 
assessment.  The marketing budget came under greater scrutiny, and both the VP of marketing 
and I found ourselves designing and producing most marketing material in-house.  That limited 
our ability to market the company’s products and services in other ways, such as seminars.  The 
C Center opportunity seemed to be a low-cost marketing opportunity for Company D. 
 
My goals and their underlining objectives for the workshop included the following: 

• Goal: Increase sales of Company D products and services 
o Introduce the range of Company D products and services to attendees 
o Establish Company D as an authority in the area of pre-employment 

assessments 
o Provide incentives for attendees to purchase Company D products and services 

• Goal: Increase opportunities for Company D consultants 
o Lay the groundwork for future workshop presentations 
o Coach the consultants, as needed, on workshop presentation skills 

 
Developing the plan 
Early on, the Company D leadership team involved in planning the C Center workshop—
including the president, vice president of consulting, vice president of marketing and myself—
determined that we would develop the workshop content and supporting material in-house, due 
to budget constraints.  We also decided that I would take the lead regarding design of the 
workshop presentation and print material, and the VP of consulting would work with other 
consultants to develop the main workshop content. 
 
The workshop presentation and print material would include: 

• A PowerPoint presentation that would guide attendees through the workshop 
• A 32-page color spiral-bound booklet with copies of each slide in the presentation and 

room for notes 
• Background information about Company D, its products and services. 
• Marketing collateral, including a 14-page spiral-bound booklet on a new Company D 

product that the consultants would pitch during the workshop 
• Material related to each topic to be presented by various Company D consultants during 

the workshop 
• A survey for attendees to use in rating the Company D workshop 
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• A coupon for Company D products and services, only offered to C Center workshop 
participants 

The VP of consulting decided to include three other consultants in addition to himself in the 
workshop presentation.  The consultants decided to divide the process of hiring and retaining an 
employee into four sections, with each consultant preparing and delivering one of the four 
sections.  The section topics included: 

• Strategic Planning/The Job Analysis Process 
• Assessments 
• Structured Interviews 
• Performance Appraisal and System Audits (Surveys) 

 
Although the total time allotted for the workshop was 3.5 hours, dinner would use approximately 
45 minutes, leaving us 2.75 hours for our presentation. 
 
The team of four consultants, the VP of marketing and myself met in early April to determine the 
theme, content and supporting material that would be needed to conduct the workshop.  We 
brainstormed the workshop theme:  “One Fish, Two Fish, the Right Fish for You Fish”—a 
reference to the well-known Dr. Seuss book.  We hoped that the theme would be viewed as fun 
by attendees and would separate Company D from more stodgy consulting firms.  The theme 
also tied into the C Center conference focus, because recruiters often used fishing metaphors to 
describe the process of finding, “landing” and retaining quality candidates. 
 
We decided to divide the workshop time into segments where each consultant could present 
information and examples from their personal knowledge and experience.  That allowed each 
consultant to contribute as a subject matter expert.  Also, because this would be a dinner 
workshop scheduled to end at 9 p.m., we knew that attendees could have full stomachs and 
travel fatigue—a combination that might increase their chance of becoming disengaged, 
particularly if they considered the presentation too dry.  To reduce that risk, we alternated the 
speakers, and included a series of fun transition skits. 
 
Those skits, written by me, would lead the attendees from one subject to the next, while 
providing a unifying plot line.  I and the Company D intern would play the lead roles.  I have 
experience in improvisation and was not concerned about my ability to entertain.  I recognized 
that the intern was energetic and interested in participating, and could do well with my coaching. 
 
The entire workshop would be developed in-house, and all related material was produced on 
Company D equipment.  The only “cost” would be a $500 credit on Company D products and/or 
services offered to workshop participants.  
 
Between April 27, 2001 and May 18, 2001, I prepared the material that C Center requested for 
inclusion in the conference marketing flyer and program, including workshop theme, speaker 
summaries and biographies, and a one-sheet “About Company D” piece.  C Center had also 
requested a master copy of Company D’s presentation and handout material for copying.  In 
collaborative meetings during that time, Company D consultants and I decided that we would 
need more time to complete our presentation and handouts.  I contacted C Center and said that 
Company D would copy its handout material for attendees.  At that time, C Center again 
estimated that 20-25 people would attend, based on past conference registrations. 
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The most important success measurement for Company D executives would be measured by 
any sales that would result from the $500 credit coupons included in the workshop materials.  
We also planned to track the survey results collected from attendees and any requests we 
would receive from C Center and other companies to participate in future conferences and 
seminars. 
 
My communication success measurements would include: 

• The quantity of the presentation material created and distributed 
• The perceived quality of that material, as measured by survey responses of attendees 

and feedback from Company D executives 
• The quantity of other conferences, workshops and seminars that Company D would be 

asked to lead, as a result of favorable response to the C Center workshop 
 
Selling the plan to management 
 
At the time I was employed at Company D, the president tried to encourage an entrepreneurial 
spirit into decision-making.  Any idea was welcome and would have a good chance to be 
approved, as long as a compelling case was made.  The president held semi-monthly meetings 
of an “Executive Leadership Team” comprised of the president and the company’s various vice 
presidents (Consulting, Operations, Sales and Marketing).  Ideas, such as participation in the C 
Center workshop, were discussed at the ELT meetings. 
 
I researched the C Center and drafted a brief summary sheet of the workshop opportunity.  Our 
VP of marketing took it to an ELT meeting and told me afterward that the ELT was excited about 
the opportunity.  From that point forward, the decision-making rested on a collaborative team 
comprised of the Company D staff who would present the workshop. 
 
Implementing the plan 
 
Each person drafted content for his or her section of the workshop, as follows:  

• Introduction and Company D background 
• Strategic Planning/The Job Analysis Process 
• Assessments 
• Structured Interviews 
• Performance Appraisal and System Audits (Surveys) 
• Skits 

The drafts were reviewed collaboratively by the group for accuracy and effectiveness in 
communicating relevant ideas.  I massaged the various sections to provide a consistent tone to 
the material. 
 
The key content for the workshop packet material:   

• Handout 
• Company D brochures, resource guides, company backgrounder 
• Consulting job analysis worksheets 
• Mock recruitment ad 
• Sample surveys 
• List of Citations 
• Workshop rating survey and free product coupons 
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My primary role and responsibilities for this project included: 
• Collaborating with Company D consultants on the theme, main messages and outline of 

the 3.5-hour workshop; 
• Collecting and/or drafting background material—including biographical information for 

each of the six Company D staff (four consultants, myself and the intern) and a summary 
of the workshop presentation—for use in a conference marketing piece and the 
conference program; 

• Creation of a series of skits to be used as light-hearted transitions during the workshop; 
• Design and production of the 32-page color workshop handout for attendees; 
• Selection of Company D marketing material to include in the participant packets; and 
• Design and production of a customer satisfaction survey and special offer discount 

coupon on Company D products for each attendee.  
 
The process of creating and producing the workshop content went smoothly.  Two major 
unexpected issues that arose were: 

• Possible cancellation of the entire conference at one point due to low registrations 
• The need for one Company D consultant to drop out of the workshop unexpectedly due 

to other projects. 
 
C Center’s conference director contacted me in late May with a concern about low registration 
figures for the conference.  The conference was in doubt for a two-week period, until C Center 
decided on June 11 to go through with the July 25-28 conference.  Our work on the project had 
halted during that time of indecision, and preparations became more rushed than I had earlier 
expected.  However, that was balanced somewhat by the fact that the number of people 
registered for our workshop would be lower than earlier expected—14 total. 
 
The second unexpected issue arose during the two-week period of uncertainty.  One of the 
consultants had launched into a separate project during that time, and needed to withdraw from 
the conference workshop.  Her portion of the workshop presentation was divided between the 
other consultants. 
 
Because of the delicate balance between creativity and professionalism (a stated concern of the 
Company D consultants), I quickly designed three versions of the workshop presentation in 
PowerPoint.  Once the group agreed on the design, I adapted it for the spiral-bound 32-page 
workshop handout booklet. 
 
I drafted the skits and revised them based on feedback from the VP of marketing and the 
consultants during “rehearsals.”  We held a final run-through of the entire presentation on the 
Friday prior to the workshop, where the VP of marketing and I were able to provide feedback to 
the consultants on their presentation delivery and content.  The VP of marketing, the intern and I 
printed and bound the final handout material on the day of the workshop.  
 
Evaluating the plan 
 
The workshop was evaluated using quantitative and qualitative measures.  Quantitative 
measures included the number of workshop participants, the results of a satisfaction survey and 
the number of increased sales of Company D products attributable to the workshop.  Qualitative 
measures included specific participant comments, feedback from the other Company D staff 
participating, and comments from C Center’s conference director, who attended most of the 
workshop. 
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Only eight of the 14 persons registered for the workshop attended, a lower-than-expected 
audience that limited Company D’s ability to generate sales leads from the workshop.  They 
were engaged throughout the presentation, and rated us highly in our survey and in conference 
presenter ratings collected by the C Center.  
 
My assumptions were correct regarding Company D’s ability to present a strongly persuasive 
and informative workshop.  Only one of the eight attendees commented that the workshop 
material did not provide new, useful information.  All commented that the skits were entertaining, 
and three responded that the skits enhanced the main messages of the workshop. 
 
Two of the eight attendees redeemed the $500 coupons.  One of them was an existing 
Company D customer who had not ordered for more than two years.  The other was a first-time 
customer.  I do not know whether those attendees, or any others, later purchased additional 
Company D products and services, because I was laid off from Company D in August 2001. 
 
Neither I nor the Company D consultants received any invitations to present at other 
conferences or seminars during the one-month period immediately following the conference and 
before I left the company. 
 
If I had the opportunity to present a similar workshop in the future, I would retain the 
collaborative team approach to content and theme development.  This provided a solid mix of 
creative energy and subject matter expertise.  I would, however, look to hold a workshop earlier 
in the day, because the evening timeframe affected the energy level and concentration of both 
presenters and attendees to some degree.  I would also strongly consider canceling the 
presentation if attendance was at a similarly low level as the C Center workshop we held.  
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Not-for-Profit Communication Management / Marketing Communication 
Sample Portfolio Summary 

 
 
Project Timeframe: 
June 2003 – August 2004 
 
Brief:   
This marketing communications campaign overcame unfamiliarity and a price barrier to fill Z 
University’s portion of a new multi-university residence hall in Chicago’s Loop.  The campaign 
employed research-driven selection of audience and message points, clear objectives and 
strategies, and integrated, measurement-driven tactics.  
 
Need:   
In 2003, Z University enrolled more than 23,000 students, including 14,000 undergraduates, but 
offered housing to just 2,600.  Housing was offered to eligible students through a lottery held in 
spring.  Graduate students were denied housing, which affected recruitment, particularly of law 
students.  Juniors and seniors were also denied housing; those whose parents lived too far 
away to allow them to commute had to find off-campus housing.  All residence halls were 
located at the Lincoln Park Campus; residents attending classes at the Loop Campus had to 
commute to class.  
 
In 2002, Z University partnered with two other universities to construct University Center of 
Chicago (UCC), a shared 18-story residence hall housing 1,680 students in Chicago’s Loop.   
Z University was financially responsible for filling 683 beds by fall 2004, when the 
building opened. 
 
Intended Audience: 
Z University conducted a housing demand study in 2002, which showed that 30 percent of 
upperclassmen (juniors and seniors) and graduate students were interested in living in the 
Loop.  Students enrolled in the colleges of Commerce, Law and CTI (computer science), which 
are based at the Loop Campus, were most interested.  They were the top priority target.  
 
The remaining targets, in order, were upperclassmen and graduate students from other colleges 
(who were denied other university housing); freshmen and sophomores in Commerce and CTI 
(who were eligible for housing at Lincoln Park, but might prefer to live near their classes and/or 
avoid the uncertainty of the housing lottery) and freshmen and sophomores from other colleges 
(who might want to avoid the lottery and/or want to experience living in the Loop).  Current 
residents, students living off-campus, students living at home and incoming freshmen were all 
targeted.  
 
The housing study also assessed the importance of various factors to different student 
subgroups.  “Good value/cost efficient” was the top factor for three out of four students, followed 
closely by “overall condition of housing,” “quiet/privacy” and “overall convenience.”  [See 
Appendix A.] 
 
Focus groups conducted in spring 2003 verified these themes and assessed interest in UCC.  
Most students were unaware that UCC was under construction, where it was located or when it 
would be available.  The initial reaction to room pricing was negative, but improved when they 
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were told that contracts included utilities and new furnishings (which made pricing comparable 
to off-campus housing in Lincoln Park).  Most students preferred the apartment-style units. 
 
Goal:   
To drive awareness of, interest in and registration for UCC, filling Z University’s allotted beds. 
 
Objectives: 

• To have 683 students registered for UCC by May 1, 2004, with a waiting list. 
o To have at least 800 interested students before registration began Nov. 1, 2003. 
o To have 200 applications by Nov. 30, 2003, the start of winter break. 
o To have 280 applications by Dec. 31, 2003. 
o To have 400 applications by March 19, 2004, the end of the spring quarter. 
o To have 616 applications by the end of the housing lottery on about April 1. 

• To have 683 completed contracts by the move-in date, Aug. 1, 2004.  
 
Solution Overview: 
The team created a 10-month communications campaign using highly targeted marketing 
vehicles to reach the primary audiences [Appendix B].  Drawing on the research, message 
points emphasized good value, new facilities, the privacy of apartment-style units and 
convenience to Loop classes.  Additional points were UCC’s availability to upperclassmen and 
graduate students; ability to confirm housing well before the lottery; ability to live with many 
others pursuing the same studies; and the novelty and excitement of living in the Loop with 
students from other universities.  Messages remained consistent, but new text and images were 
used over time to keep the campaign fresh.  
 
The campaign launched soon after students began classes in the fall.  The value of confirming 
housing early would disappear after the March housing lottery, yet students were not 
accustomed to thinking about housing choices before the winter quarter.  The campaign was 
designed to build early awareness of UCC and to reward those who showed interest with inside 
information, allowing them to be knowledge leaders. 
 
The integrated plan reached students at multiple “touch points”— in their rooms, in classrooms, 
commuting, on-line and off-line.  Channels included: 
 
• Internet:  E-mail blasts, dedicated Web site and Web registration 

• Print:  Posters in residence halls, Loop classrooms, advising/admission offices; postcards in 
current residents’ mailboxes; inserts included with information about the housing lottery; 
direct mail to incoming freshmen; newsletter and newspaper reprints sent to parents; 
information packets for residence hall advisors; and a dedicated brochure for Law students 
(funded by College of Law) 

• Grass roots:  Campus-wide information sessions; student club presentations, which 
emphasized group living options; ad-hoc presentations to student groups; tours of the model 
rooms and building site 

• PR and advertising:  Promotional videos on Window to Z (plasma screens in public areas) 
and Channel 4 (movie channel for residents); press releases to the student newspaper and 
other local press; voicemail blasts; telemarketing survey; video releases; displays in 
academic buildings and residence halls 
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A student worker was hired to make presentations to Greek organizations, student 
organizations and clubs, and similar groups.  She regularly reported student reaction to 
messages, allowing the team to refine them.  
 
The campaign team consisted of representatives from marketing strategy, enrollment 
publications and marketing communications (me), all from Z University’s Enrollment 
Management Division, and a marketing communications representative from Housing Services.  
Oversight was provided by our supervisors, with regular reports required by Z University’s 
executive team, board of trustees, and representatives to the joint UCC governing body.  These 
groups approved our strategies and overall plan.  
 
Implementation and challenges:  
The campaign team began market research upon receiving the assignment in June.  The team 
conducted focus groups of existing and prospective students to further explore themes identified 
in earlier housing studies of Z University students.  The interest level of various subgroups was 
extrapolated against the population of each subgroup to confirm that target populations could 
deliver sufficient applicants.  
 
The strategy was to deliver tailored messages to target subgroups using e-mail and face-to-face 
presentations, reinforced by umbrella messages using the same themes delivered through 
broader channels, such as residence hall advisors, posters, promotions on Channel 4 
(dedicated student television channel) and on plasma screens around campus.  UCC benefits 
and registration deadlines were emphasized in the existing newsletter sent to parents of 
undergraduates.  [See Appendix C for samples.] 
 
We created a dedicated Web site that provided news, architect’s renderings, construction 
photos, and the ability to sign up for e-mail notices.  The site includes a UCC presentation 
created by our team and a virtual tour created by the management company for the building.  
Students who registered on the site received news and applications before the general student 
body, as well as information tailored to their interests.  They were encouraged to recruit their 
friends to sign up for adjacent rooms.  The effectiveness of communications to the general 
student population could be gauged by the change in number of registrants.  The site is 
replicated on the CD in the pocket; Internet access is required to view the promotional video and 
virtual tour.  The promotional video was also aired on Channel 4, the movie channel for students 
who live in the residence halls. 
 
E-mail blasts were sent every two to three weeks as plans for the building evolved.  Blasts were 
tied to updates to the Web site so that students had new images or facts to review.  Students 
who registered on the site received e-mails several days before information was promoted to 
the general student population.  Plain text was used for e-mails to ensure that they could be 
viewed across e-mail programs and because students had protested use of HTML e-mails in the 
past. 
 
Challenge:  The housing research indicated that students were most interested in apartment-
style units and studios, which provide privacy and a lifestyle that is more attractive to 
upperclassmen and graduate students.  UCC offered primarily semi-suite rooms, similar to 
traditional dormitory rooms.  Z University was allocated 40 percent of all room types, from semi-
suites to studios.  The two other universities planned to fill UCC primarily with freshmen. 
 
The team proposed that Z University change its bed allocation to a greater percentage of 
studios and apartment-style units.  The recommended mix had the same bed count and nearly 
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the same financial exposure as the original allocation.  Z University’s executive team accepted 
and acted on our recommendation and negotiated the change in bed allocation with the other 
universities.  [See Appendix D.] 
 
Challenge:  No budget dollars were allocated to the campaign before it began.  Team members 
proposed and received funding for outsourcing the e-mail bursts ($4,250).  Other costs were 
evenly spread among existing budgets in Marketing Communications, Housing and Admission.  
Marketing expenditures totaled $20,551, for an average cost of $30 per bed, or 0.3 percent of 
the $9,000 in revenue per bed.  [See Appendix E.]  
 
Challenge:  In prior years, students began thinking about housing for the next academic year in 
February.  UCC registration began in November, and university executives were eager to have 
a large portion of the beds filled by the end of December.  
 
To shift students’ mental timeframe, communications about UCC began in late September.  
Communications emphasized that students who registered early would be able to specify room 
type, roommates, view (lake or city) and inclusion on a college- or interest-based floor.  By the 
time registration began in November, more than 900 students had registered their interest 
through the Web site database.  
 
Challenge:  The actual contracts had not been finalized when registration began Nov. 1, and 
were not available until the end of winter quarter in March, concurrent with the housing lottery.  
Some students who had registered for UCC chose to accept other housing, forcing the team to 
recruit additional interested students.  The team began sending frequent e-mails to registered 
students to reassure them that they had guaranteed housing in UCC. 
  
Challenge:  The per-student prices for rooms in UCC, which were established by a joint 
committee and were not malleable, were higher than nearly all other Z University housing.  They 
were also higher than the base rent for many off-campus options in Lincoln Park (although 
comparable once utilities and furnishings were included).  
 
To convey “good value/cost efficient,” messages emphasized inclusion of utilities, new 
furnishings, on-site amenities and ability to walk to class and jobs, all of which resonated well 
during student group presentations.  When applications lagged, e-mails pointed out all the 
advantages of living with students in the same or related colleges, which resulted in an increase 
in applications.  
 
Challenge:  Administrators from the College of Law wanted to reserve rooms for incoming law 
students, who did not have to commit to Z University until May 1.   
 
The campaign team negotiated a room commitment from the College of Law.  A block of 100 
apartment-style beds were held for the college through May 1.  After that date, the block was 
released and law students had to follow the same application process as other students.  
 
Measurement/Evaluation of Outcomes: 
The primary measures were the number of students who joined the mailing list and the number 
who applied for UCC.  
 
The first objective was to have 800 names in the database by Nov. 1.  There were 782 names in 
the database on Oct. 24 and 917 on Nov. 17.  
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The second set of objectives involved achieving set numbers of applicants by May 1 and 
completed contracts by the move-in date Aug. 1.  
 
Objective Target Applicants Completed Contracts
Applications 11/30/03 200 200 N/A 
Applications 12/31/03 280 280 N/A 
Applications 3/19/04 400 435 N/A 
Applications 4/1/04 (end of lottery) 616 572 127 
Applications 5/1/04 (Law school deadline) 683 plus  

waiting list 
661 266 

Applications 6/12/04 (end of spring quarter) 683 775 436 
Applications by 8/1/04 683  904 683 plus waiting list 
 
An on-line survey was sent to all UCC applicants in July and August.  A total of 206 responses 
were received, 156 from students who chose to live in UCC and 50 from students who chose to 
live elsewhere.  Complete results are in Appendix F. 
 
Where we were on target: 
• We thought students would place a high value on guaranteed housing/avoiding the lottery.  

Many students (93%) did choose UCC for this reason. 
• We thought that students would value having an early notice of a housing decision.  They 

believed we delivered on this promise, but it wasn’t of high importance to them (45%). 
• We obtained additional apartment-style units because we thought our students would prefer 

this type.  They clearly preferred apartments (65%) and our marketing yield would have 
been even greater if we had more of these rooms. 

• We emphasized the newness of the building and its amenities.  Students said this was a 
primary reason they chose UCC (97%). 

 
Where outcomes differed from predictions: 
• We thought that the ability to live with students from other universities would be a strong 

selling point.  This was not a driver in their housing decisions (32%). 
• We anticipated that all students would register for UCC by May 1.  Students’ housing 

decisions take place later in the academic year, all the way to the end of spring quarter. 
• We thought freshman interest would be low (28% of UCC occupants).  Freshmen were 

much more likely to live in UCC (43%), although this may have been driven by limited 
housing at the Lincoln Park Campus. 

• We thought our primary targets were students in Commerce, CTI and Law.  Most students 
indeed came from these groups, but we attracted a much larger percentage of students from 
Liberal Arts & Sciences than expected (47% compared to 32%), while interest among CTI 
students was lower than expected (11% compared to 18%). 

• We thought we could attract students living off campus.  Current residents and students 
living at home were the major source of UCC residents.  Students who have left the housing 
system don’t come back (just 13% of UCC residents came from off-campus housing). 

 
The team’s evaluation of the marketing plan and its outcomes are in Appendix G.  
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Sections Of Entry Binder 
 
Work Plan 
Appendix A:   Target Market Assessment and Survey Results 
Appendix B: Marketing Plan 
Appendix C: Sample Materials 
Appendix D: Room Type Allocation Recommendation 
Appendix E: Marketing Expenditures 
Appendix F:   Follow-up Survey Results 
Appendix G: Comprehensive Marketing Summary 
 
 
Sample e-mail text.  Z University students prefer plain text, not HTML. 
 
Pre-construction postcard for mailboxes, presentations. 
 
Post-construction postcard for mailboxes, presentations. 
 
Newspaper reprint distributed to parents, students. 
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Corporate and Institutional Print Brochures 
Sample Portfolio Summary 

 
 
Need/Opportunity 
 
Company A Corporate & Institutional Services (C&IS) is a premier provider of customized trust, 
retirement, custody, foreign exchange, securities lending, risk and performance services, and 
cash management services for over 1,000 corporations, institutions, and public finds in 37 
countries.  Approximately 75 percent of our clients are Fortune 1000 corporations, with the 
remaining 25 percent of our clients coming from foundations and endowments, public funds, 
and Taft-Hartley (union) institutions.   
 
In January 2000, the “family” of materials used to market Company A’s products and services to 
the marketplace was five years old.  The “family” took a one-size-fits-all approach to collateral 
materials.  All brochures were an 11″ X 7½″ bi-fold.  The odd size caused mailing problems 
because the brochure moved inside the 10″ X 13″ envelope used to send materials to 
prospects/clients.  The odd size also was difficult to use in Request For Proposals and client 
presentations, which were usually spiral-bound 11½″X 9″ booklets.  Brochures showed little 
distinction between a product offering and what Company A offers to a market.  Updating the 
brochures entailed using an outside print vendor.  This was costly and time-consuming. 
 
The design of the materials was outdated and lacked appeal.  Abstract illustrations lacked clarity 
and diversity, making it hard for corporate and institutional prospects/clients to relate to what 
Company A had to offer to their business.  Content was often too long for a prospect/client to 
engage and seldom gave a “Call To Action.”  A greater concern was the discrepancy in key 
statistics, such as Company A's latest financials, and messages across the different brochures.  
Usage of these materials had dropped off dramatically from when they were initially created. 
 
Primary users of the materials are Relationship Managers and Sales Associates.  The 
Relationship Manager uses the product brochure to cross-sell additional products/services to 
current clients.  The Sales Associate uses the market segment brochure to sell our 
products/services to prospects. 
 
Intended Audience 
 
The primary audiences are: 
 

1. Current corporate and institutional clients interested in additional products/services. 
 

2. Corporate and institutional prospects interested in what Company A offers to their 
market segment. 

 
Goals/Objectives 
 
The goal of the new family of materials is to persuade prospects/clients to learn more about the 
customized products/services Company A offers to their market segment.   
 
The objectives of the new family of materials are: 
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1. To promote Company A's products/services and market segment offerings through 
persuasive, “benefit” communication with a final call “To Learn More,” in less space so 
corporate and institutional prospects/clients receive clear, concise information. 

 
2. To present information in a stimulating and engaging format so that usage of materials 

by Relationship Managers and Sales Associates increases.  
 
3. To develop materials that can be updated/customized easily and with little cost. 

 
Entrant's Role 
 
As the Manager of Client Communication, I was the project manager.  I had to audit the existing 
family of materials, conduct focus groups with the Relationship Managers and Sales Associates, 
work with the designer to develop a new look and feel for our materials, coordinate the content 
development, select a print vendor, and arrange distribution of the materials. 
 
Solution/Project Summary 
 
The audit of the existing materials revealed three levels of communication – corporate, product, 
and market.  In addition to these levels, the focus group revealed a need for these types of 
communication – factual, informational/issues, and report guides for our reporting 
products/services.  We determined that the corporate, product, and report guide content was 
robust enough to warrant a brochure.  The market segment, factual, and informational/issues 
content could easily fit on a “one sheet.” 
 
A modular brochure with a folder on the inside back cover to hold one sheets gives Relationship 
Managers and Sales Associates the flexibility and customization they need when making their 
prospect/client calls.  The brochure/folder size is the standard 9″ X 11½″ folder size.  The one 
sheet to be inserted in the brochure/folder is the standard 8½″ X 11″.  Brochures continue to be 
printed by our print vendor, while the one sheet is printed in-house through a color copier or 
color laser.  Brochure content is written with a shelf life of one year in mind, while the one sheet 
can easily be edited to reflect the latest financials on Company A or a change in positioning. 
 
Photographs are used to reflect a business image instead of the abstract illustrations in the old 
materials.  White space surrounding the photos projects the clarity and focus of the Corporate & 
Institutional Services world.  Font is simple and easy to read.  It's a business approach – clear, 
to the point, no frills. 
 
The corporate brochure is distinguished by being the only brochure with four photographs, each 
depicting a C&IS message – global marketplace, people and relationships, innovative 
technology, and commitment to the industry.  Product brochures depict their market position 
through one photo with a positioning statement below it.  
 
The one sheets capture the personality of the market segment or product segment with a 
customized banner.  Using royalty-free photos, the designer creates a unique look for each 
product/market segment at no additional cost. 
 
Content is developed according to Monroe's Motivated Sequence of Persuasion, using the five 
steps of Attention, Need, Benefit, Visualization, and Call To Action.  Content is engaging, using 
"you" communication to create a conversation between Company A and the reader.  Content is 
organized by what client need is met and the benefit the client gains in meeting that need.  Sub-
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headings break up the content into small bite-size pieces and give the reader a quick summary 
of the content following it.  Content is reviewed quarterly for accuracy. 
 
Challenges/Limitations 
 
Budget was a challenge in creating the new materials.  The one sheets held content that would 
have to be consistently updated, incurring a cost each time they were updated.  Using a color 
copier and/or color laser printer allows us to edit/customize the one sheets at will with minimal 
cost.  The brochure content is developed for a shelf life of one year.  Printing the quantity of 
brochures we expect to use in one year at one time allows us to realize quantity discounts. 
 
C&IS products/services are usually customized to meet the needs of the prospect/client.  
Prospects/clients can very seldom buy the product/service outright.  It takes several meetings 
for a product/service solution to be determined.  Since these materials deliver an initial 
overview, the “Call To Action” is “To Learn More.” 
 
Selling the Solution 
 
As the project manager, I conducted an audit of the current materials to determine gaps in the 
materials and areas for improvement.  I used this information as a starting point in focus groups  
with representatives from the Relationship Managers and Sales Associates.  I was then able to 
make a recommendation to the head of marketing that had achieved buy-in by the end user.  He 
agreed, knowing the end users would be more apt to use materials that meet their needs. 
 
Measuring/Evaluating Project Success 
 
To promote Company A's products/services and market segment offerings through persuasive,  
“benefit” communication with a final call “To Learn More” in less space, so C&IS prospects/ 
clients receive clear, concise information. 
 
For the most part, copy has been reduced 20 percent to 30 percent.  For example, the brochure 
outlining our product/service offerings for the large corporate market segment was decreased by 
22 percent.  The old brochure used approximately 1,100 words, and the new one sheet used 
approximately 850 words.  
 
To present information in a stimulating and engaging format, so that usage of materials by 
Relationship Managers and Sales Associates increases. 
 
Material usage has increased dramatically.  We have used 2,500 corporate brochures in the last 
13 months, while the replaced Directions brochure inventory had been reduced by only 300 in 
its last year of usage. 
 
The one sheet usage isn't comparable to the former brochure usage.  Many of the Relationship 
Managers and Sales Associates take advantage of the customizing ability with the new 
materials.  The “To Learn More” is followed by their name as contact.  We order 25 of these 
personalized sheets to be done at a time.  
 
The quarterly review of content for accuracy has also increased material usage.  The 
Financial Fact Sheet has a current usage of 200-250 sheets a quarter, largely because of its 
availability right after our earnings release.  The Financial Brochure was not updated quarterly 
due to the time it took to edit and reprint.  It used year-end numbers. 
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Materials can be updated/customized easily and with little cost.  One sheet costs for color 
copying through our internal printing area is $0.05/sheet.  Using a color laser printer is 
$0.03/sheet.  Turnaround time for 100 edited one sheets from our internal printing area is 18 
hours.  Departments that have color laser printers can run one sheets at will. 
 
Epilogue 
 
The family of materials continues to grow.  In late 2000, budget cuts delayed the development of 
the product brochures, but our main product/service lines were covered by then.  As Company 
A redesigned its public Web site in late 2000, the content written for print was easily adapted to 
the Web.  Its format was a perfect fit for the Web reader. 
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Financial/Investor Communications 
Sample Portfolio Summary 

 
 
Need / Opportunity 
 
In January 1997, Company X was a small unprofitable biotech company preparing to analyze 
and announce the results of a late-stage clinical trial of its lead drug candidate.  Company X had 
no other products.  The compound in question was an old-line antibiotic reformulated to be 
delivered in an unconventional manner (by inhalation) to a relatively small population (people 
with cystic fibrosis, or CF).  The investment community viewed the company with skepticism, to 
say the least.  For example, a renowned portfolio manager in Boston would grudgingly meet 
with management once a year, only to pepper them with unfavorable questions or semi-sleep 
through meetings.  At the time, Company X was covered by four “sell-side” analysts – all 
employed by its underwriters, who often hope to underwrite future stock offerings and therefore 
are perceived to have a financial incentive to issue favorable research reports about a firm.  
Company X’s PR consultant, a partner in a big-name firm, told management that Company X 
was unlikely to land additional analyst coverage.  At conferences, we considered 30-35 
investors to be a good turnout for a Company X presentation.   
 
Assuming good results from the clinical trial, Company X had a unique opportunity to change 
the skeptics’ minds as its drug candidate proceeded through FDA approvals, launch and the 
initial months of sales.  The company needed a proactive two-year investor relations program 
during its transition from development stage enterprise to profitable biotech company.   
 
As defined by the National Investor Relations Institute, investor relations (IR) is a strategic 
management responsibility that integrates finance, communication, marketing and securities law 
compliance to facilitate effective two-way communication between a company and the financial 
community and other constituencies, which ultimately contributes to a company’s securities 
achieving fair valuation. 
 
Intended Audiences 
 
• Institutional investors:   

o Sell-side analysts employed by brokerage firms that manage client accounts, and 
whose research is generally available to their clients and the public; and  

o Buy-side portfolio managers and analysts employed by mutual funds, pension 
funds and other institutions, and who research companies for their firm’s 
investment decision-making 

• Individual investors, including employee shareholders 

• The media, which can strongly influence investor opinions and create “buzz” around a stock 
 
Goals / Objectives 
 
1. Develop a proactive investor relations campaign to communicate the company’s investment 

appeals and strategies, including the scientific basis for its pursuit of its drug candidate and 
other inhaled antibiotics. 

2. Increase sell-side analyst coverage to help Company X stand out from hundreds of other 
unprofitable biotech and emerging pharmaceutical companies.  
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3. Increase interest in and liquidity of Company X stock, as measured by attendance at 
investor meetings, participation in quarterly conference calls and trading volume.  

4. While working to retain existing high-quality shareholders, broaden the shareholder base of 
institutional and individual holders – both as part of a planned 1997 stock offering and via 
proactive communications in the drug’s launch year.  

 
Entrant’s Role and Challenges / Limitations 
 
As Company X’s director of investor and public relations, I created and executed the company’s 
first proactive IR campaign; wrote all materials targeted to the financial community except for 
quarterly accounting filings, which I edited and helped to expand; directed PR and IR 
consultants in generating media coverage of a U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
advisory panel review and subsequent approval of the company’s first and only drug; and led 
the development of Company X’s Internet strategy, which included a corporate site, drug 
information site and scientific site on genomic research.   
 
Limitations included the very nature of the FDA process, which precluded us from immediately 
providing much of the detail that investors requested after our initial announcement of Phase III 
clinical trial results.  Investors had to wait for the FDA panel review.  Due to our drug candidate’s 
status as an orphan drug, this occurred relatively quickly – less than six months after our filing 
(November 1997).  Once the drug candidate was approved (December 1997), Company X also 
could publish and/or present posters, abstracts and papers about it at scientific conferences, 
such as the North American Cystic Fibrosis Conference in October 1998.  Publication of the 
clinical trial results in the peer-reviewed New England Journal of Medicine would not occur until 
early 1999.   
 
In addition, I needed to prioritize my activities based on a 1997 IR/PR budget of $350,000 
(increased to $400,000 for 1998), although I was able to take advantage of the Marketing 
Department’s budget for FDA-related PR and the Research Department’s budget for the 
genomic website.  Finally, human resources were a significant constraint, since I was a one-
person IR/PR department supported by a part-time assistant who also served as our office 
manager.   
 
Solution / Project Summary 
 
Goal #1:  Create a Proactive Investor Relations Program 
 
When I joined Company X in January 1997, my first project was to announce the favorable 
Phase III clinical trial results for our drug candidate (Jan. 30, 1997).  As the initial step in 
developing a proactive investor relations campaign to communicate the company’s investment 
appeals and strategies, I developed several lists of institutional investors who were top priorities 
for communication as our drug candidate progressed through approval, launch and initial sales.  
I used peer company analysis to identify research analysts and portfolio managers who would 
be the most likely to recommend or buy Company X stock.  Some of these targets had been 
passively following Company X as part of monitoring the biotech group as a whole.  Others were 
only slightly familiar with the company and its science.  
 
Included in my target list were our top 25 institutional shareholders based on the number of 
shares owned, as well as individual shareholders – many living in Seattle, where the company 
was based.  These shareholders were extremely interested in our drug candidate’s progress 
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through FDA approvals, but might be inclined to take profits by selling after launch.  Our investor 
relations program had to convince them of the merits of Company X’s longer-term corporate 
strategy.   
 
In 1997 and 1998, the IR program included the following: 
 
• Quarterly conference calls with management and the investment community, primarily 

institutional investors but also key brokers who had recommended our stock to individual 
investors.  At the time, these calls were not a “given” in an IR program, which required me to 
convince management of their value – not an easy sell to the CEO, in particular.  Once we 
began conference calls, I solicited the interest of investors with quarterly pre-call e-mails and 
phone calls to encourage both RSVPs (so we would know who might ask questions) and 
follow-up conversations.   

• Quarterly report to shareholders with a CEO letter highlighting key activities of the quarter, 
as well as the financials.  

• News releases during the pre-approval months highlighting Company X’s science.  While we 
could not discuss our drug candidate or the clinical trial results, we could highlight the quality 
of our science, including a collaboration with the University of Washington Genome Center 
and the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation to determine the genetic make-up of a bacterium that 
causes severe lung infections in people with CF.  (Our drug candidate was approved for 
sale based on its activity against this bacterium.)   

Once the drug was approved in the United States, the focus of our news releases turned to 
our pursuit of regulatory approval in other countries, release of additional clinical trial results, 
and development of other drug candidates.   

• Redevelopment of the Company X website with broader IR information and simultaneous 
launch of a new website with information on the genome project (May 1997).  Upon FDA 
approval in December 1997, we unveiled a website that featured drug information for 
patients and health professionals, a bibliography of published research and links to related 
websites on cystic fibrosis.   

• Placement of favorable articles in key publications, including In Vivo (March 1998), 
Investor’s Business Daily (November 1998), the Seattle Post-Intelligencer (July 1997 and 
September 1997), Puget Sound Business Journal (May 1998) and The Lancet (November 
1997). 

• Quarterly mailings of favorable article reprints and an investor fact sheet to several hundred 
investors, both institutional and individual. 

• Publication of an annual report (April 1998) that highlighted Company X’s new status as a 
fast-growing emerging pharmaceutical company.  The report featured a patient on the cover.  
We mailed the annual report with a cover letter to 100 institutional investors and 50 research 
directors at brokerage firms, as well as the media.   

• At least quarterly, meetings and/or telephone contact with Company X’s top 25 
shareholders, its sell-side analysts, and a “top prospect” list of 30 institutions. 

• At least twice a year, meetings and/or telephone contact with a secondary list of smaller 
Company X shareholders and analysts who cover peer companies but not Company X.  

• Calls and meetings with sell-side analysts to solicit their interest in Company X – and to 
encourage them to invite us to present at investor conferences. 
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• A reception for individual shareholders and their brokers after our June 1997 and 1998 
annual meetings.  I improved attendance via telephone and e-mail invitations to key brokers 
and our largest individual shareholders in Seattle.  The reception enabled these investors to 
meet and greet senior management, including our top scientists.   

• Broker conference calls sponsored by Prudential, Piper Jaffray and Vector Securities.  Many 
of our individual investors were brought into Company X stock by these three firms.    

• Brief articles on Company X’s business strategy and investor perceptions posted on our 
intranet for viewing by employees, all of whom either owned stock or held options on 
Company X stock.   

 
Measuring / Evaluating Project Success 
 
Goal #2:  Increase sell-side analyst coverage  
 
Company X was covered by four analysts in January 1997.  Contrary to our then-consultant’s 
expectations, 10 analysts were publishing research reports on Company X as of December 
1998.   
 
Goal #3:  Increase interest in and liquidity of PGNS stock 
 
• Company X’s CEO and/or CFO presented at four investor conferences in 1997, and nine 

investor conferences in 1998.  Attendance at these presentations increased from about 30-
35 on average to more than 125 at the Hambrecht & Quist Healthcare Conference in 
January 1999. 

• Participation in quarterly conference calls more than doubled, from 32 for our first call in 
February 1998 to 65 on the year-end 1998 conference call.   

• The liquidity of a stock is the ease with which the market can absorb volume buying or 
selling, without dramatic fluctuations in price.  Stock trading volume is one measure of 
liquidity.  Average daily trading volume of Company X’s stock increased from fewer than 
60,000 shares a day in early 1997 to more than 300,000 shares a day by December 1998. 

 
Certainly, the improved statistics cited above were possible only because our company’s drug 
had strong clinical trial results and Company X began selling a product, which broadened the 
universe of investors who might be interested in buying the stock.  However, our proactive IR 
program enabled us to be selective about the investors we met with one-on-one – spending 
time primarily with top-priority prospects and current shareholders rather than speculators.  For 
example, in the fourth quarter of 1998, senior management met one-on-one or in small groups 
with portfolio managers and analysts at 41 firms, including Fidelity, Wellington, Putnam, 
American Express and other top names.  
 
Goal #4:  Retain existing shareholders while broadening the shareholder base of 
institutional and individual holders 
 
• Company X successfully completed a stock offering in March 1997 that raised $53 million in 

working capital and brought in a number of new, high-quality shareholders, as rated by our 
IR consultants based on investment style and their history of share ownership in peer 
companies.   
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• In January 1997, Company X’s largest institutional shareholders were Capital Group, 
Scudder Stevens and Clark, T. Rowe Price, and Weiss Peck & Greer.  Due in large part to 
proactive communication about Company X’s strategy and progress, all purchased stock in 
the March 1997 stock offering and remained major shareholders two years later.  A number 
of original investors took profits by selling stock after the drug’s successful launch in 1998, 
but most remained shareholders during this two-year period. 

• Many of the investors on our “top prospects” list bought stock during this two-year period.  
Even more telling, several new shareholders were hedge funds that had the ability to “short” 
the stock (i.e., bet that the stock price would decline), but held long positions in our stock – 
including Galleon Partners, Pequot Capital Management and Zweig-Dimenna Associates.  
We targeted these investors because of their interest in biotech stocks, low to moderate 
turnover, and a relatively high “quality” rating from our stock surveillance company, which we 
began working with in late 1998. 

 
Other Measures of Program Effectiveness 
 
Due to budgetary constraints, Company X did not fund a formal perception study in either 1997 
or 1998.  When conducted by a third party, such a study is the most effective determination of 
changes in the hearts and minds of investors.  However, we had ample anecdotal evidence of 
such a change.  For example, the previously mentioned Boston portfolio manager went from 
semi-sleeping through meetings with management to requesting such meetings twice a year – 
and actually smiling at us as he jotted down notes.  (He eventually bought the stock on price 
weakness after the time period of this analysis.)   
 
As a measure of Company X’s increased support from its shareholders, we phoned major 
shareholders to successfully lobby for a new stock option plan that significantly increased the 
number of authorized shares – even though the total amount exceeded dilution levels 
recommended by Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS).  The proposal passed easily at the 
June 1997 annual meeting.   
 
As a measure of our success in effectively explaining Company X’s investment appeals to 
individual investors, our 1997 annual report won a Nicholson Award from the National 
Association of Investors Corp. (NAIC). 
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